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Chapter 961: Can't Fangen? (two) 

Afterwards, Qiu Laocheng stood up and walked towards Ye Chen. 

 

Soon, his footsteps stopped and stood shoulder to shoulder with Ye Chen. 

 

He turned his head, glanced at Ye Chen with disdain, and said, "Little waste, you dare to bet with me?" 

 

"Did you not be so arrogant to say that Mr. Jingshui is not qualified! I want to see if you are qualified!" 

 

Ye Chen glanced at Qiu Laocheng coldly, without speaking. 

 

Seeing that Ye Chen did not respond, Qiu Laocheng said, "Little waste, you can hear what I said! You are 

willing to accept the challenge!" 

 

"Why should I accept your challenge? What are you!" Ye Chen shot back. 

 

Qiu Laocheng saw that Ye Chen didn't play the card according to the routine, but he still said: "You are 

now being expelled from the spot by Mr. Jingshui. This ladder is your only way to Xilongchi. If you are a 

man, you will block me. How about the last one, see who can go further! If I win, you will give away the 

spirit beast in your arms! And apologize to Mr. Jingshui. 

 

If I lose, it's up to you! 

 

If you are a man, bet against me! " 

 

The radical method is probably the most useful, and this kid will definitely accept it. 

 

Knowing what Qiu Laocheng meant, Ji Siqing said quickly: "Ye Chen, you don't have to bet with him." 

 



Ladders also look at talent. Ye Chen has a chance, but in terms of talent and physical body, he is 

definitely not Qiu Laocheng's opponent. 

 

After all, many years ago, Qiu Laocheng was once one of Kunlun Xu's top talented youths. 

 

With scarce spiritual roots. 

 

Countless sects fought for him. 

 

Duan Huaian also persuaded, "Protégé, there is no need to accept this kind of gambling, let's go back to 

Qingxuanfeng." 

 

Ye Chen glanced at the ladder, his eyes flashed with determination, and then unexpectedly said to Qiu 

Laocheng: "Okay, I promise you, but I have a request. If you lose, you will kneel in front of me. How 

about abandoning Dantian?" 

 

Qiu Laocheng was startled, gritted his teeth and agreed: "Okay! This ladder is not the formation, the guy 

in your arms can't help you!" 

 

He is absolutely impossible to lose! 

 

Regardless of his talent, spiritual vein, and cultivation level, he far surpassed Ye Chen. 

 

The only thing Ye Chen was powerful was the guy in his arms! 

 

This guy is useless in the ladder at all, what kind of thing is Ye Chen! 

 

"Okay, I promise you." Ye Chen nodded. 

 

Qiu Laocheng was overjoyed, stepped forward, and his whole body began to rise! 



 

It's terrifying! 

 

As everyone watched, Qiu Laocheng stepped directly on his face with an indifferent expression. 

 

Kick... 

 

Stepping out one after another, he steadily climbed the ten-story ladder! 

 

In a blink of an eye, it was even the 20th floor! 

 

"Oh my God, someone finally climbed the twentieth ladder!" 

 

"As expected of Qiu Laocheng!" 

 

"This is the super strong!" 

 

One wave after another, the crowd fell into madness! 

 

Up to now, someone finally boarded the twentieth ladder. 

 

Next? Can Qiu Laocheng continue? 

 

The atmosphere in the venue was fanatical and depressing. 

 

"What's up with the 20th floor!" 

 

In the eyes of everyone, Qiu Laocheng's expression became more and more serious! After standing on 

the 20th floor of the ladder, he took a deep breath, and he took a sudden step. 



 

Kick... 

 

After a few steps, Qiu Laocheng's figure suddenly soared. 

 

boom…… 

 

As Qiu Laocheng stood firm at this step, the entire flying ladder seemed to faintly shake. 

 

The wind swept through, Qiu Laocheng's gown danced like a heavenly soldier, looking down on the 

world! 

 

"Twenty-fifth floor! This Qiu Laocheng..." 

 

Until this time, Rao Ji Siqing couldn't help taking a breath. 

 

"He has reached the limit. Is it 30 floors? Impossible!" 

 

Qiu Laocheng enjoyed this look very much. He looked back at the crowd and continued to take a few 

steps, but when he was on the 28th floor, he suddenly vomited a mouthful of blood. 

 

Wow... 

 

Blood blossoms, pale! Qiu Laocheng's figure shook violently. 

 

Not daring to hesitate at all, he quickly stabilized his steps and stopped moving forward! 

 

"Twenty-eighth ladder!" 

 



"This is pretty awesome!" 

 

"I'm afraid that no one can climb the thirtieth ladder today. Qiu Laocheng has done it to the extreme!" 

 

Seeing Qiu Laocheng spit out blood and stepped down from the ladder, on the square, everyone was in 

an uproar and talked a lot. 

 

Looking at Qiu Laocheng, countless people's eyes became more and more admired. 

 

"This Qiu Laocheng is not bad. Although he hasn't reached the fiftieth level, he is far beyond most 

geniuses!" 

 

At the very front of the square, Mr. Jing Shui touched his beard and smiled at the corner of his mouth. 

He was very satisfied with Qiu Laocheng's performance. 

 

Qiu Laocheng naturally noticed Mr. Jingshui’s smile. He was a little excited. Standing on the 28th step, 

he suddenly stretched out his hand, pointed at Ye Chen, and said every word: "Little waste, now it's your 

turn!" 

 

"Of course, you can choose to give up, I won't blame you!" 

 

Wow... 

 

As Qiu Laocheng's words fell, the scene shook again. 

 

The name Ye Chen set off a huge wave in the square. 

 

Ye Chen snorted coldly, naturally not afraid. 

 

He put Xiao Huang on his shoulders and started to take the first step. 



 

One step forward, Ye Chen felt the violent waves of air hit. 

 

Shocked his body and spiritual consciousness. 

 

For a moment, he felt that he was extremely small. 

 

Tiny as dust. 

 

Ye Chen took a few steps again and came to the tenth floor. 

 

The tenth floor is a watershed. At this moment, it seems as if countless huge mountains crashed onto his 

shoulders. 

 

His face was a little pale. 

 

But there is not much impact. 

 

"Come again!" 

 

Ye Chen roared, Nine Heavens Xuanyang decisively revolved  The true energy of Dantian gathered in his 

body, as if forming a golden barrier. 

 

Ye Chen took a few steps again! 

 

He wants Qiu Laocheng to see who is the real waste! ! 

 

Rely on talent and spiritual roots here? 

 



Can't he Fangen? 

 

ridiculous! 

 

The great power of the reincarnation cemetery said that the reason why his spiritual root is the root is 

because all the instruments of China and even Kunlun Xu are not qualified for testing! 

 

Not worthy! 

 

With the support of the barrier, Ye Chen has reached the fifteenth floor! 

 

When Ye Chen was about to step into the sixteenth floor, the Zhen Qi barrier burst into pieces. 

 

He couldn't rely on his true energy to go further. 

Chapter 962: limit! (three) 

 

Qiu Laocheng smiled grimly at this scene: "Boy, if you can't support it, don't force it. The garbage turned 

into blood mist has already served as a warning. If you look for death, the price will be too great." 

 

Ye Chen smiled coldly, no longer paying attention, the life spirit talisman was sacrificed, and his body 

was full of violent thunder and lightning. 

 

The lightning instantly dissipated all the obstacles around him. 

 

Ye Chen took a few steps again! Has reached the 20th floor! 

 

At this moment, the audience was extremely quiet, even the expression of Qiu Laocheng on the 28th 

floor was wrong. 

 

The gap between the two has actually been reduced to eight levels! 



 

Damn it! 

 

How can this waste of Fan roots, He De, get here! 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen moved again! 

 

This time, his eyebrows were filled with unquenchable fire. 

 

The unquenchable fire envelops the whole body, and instantly resists all pressure! 

 

Ye Chen went step by step. 

 

Although not so embarrassed, Ye Chen clearly felt one after another force rushing towards him. 

 

His face was pale, his whole body soaked, and he couldn't help but vomit a mouthful of blood! 

 

Qiu Laocheng didn't expect Ye Chen to be so crazy. Although he was uneasy in his heart, he still said: "Ye 

Chen, if you persist in it, your life will not be guaranteed. You are already very good to be able to step 

here! Don't be buried in vain. Your future." 

 

"roll!" 

 

Ye Chen's green veins violently, roared, and took a few steps. 

 

Within a few seconds, Ye Chen actually reached the 28th floor! Side by side with Qiu Laocheng! 

 

The clothes on Ye Chen couldn't withstand the power of this ladder, and it shattered a bit! 

 



"how is this possible!" 

 

Qiu Laocheng exclaimed, his eyes filled with deep astonishment. 

 

What kind of qualifications does a person such a trash have to be equal to him! 

 

Before he could react, Ye Chen took two more steps! 

 

These two steps directly brought Ye Chen to the 30th floor! 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen was not only flooded with lightning and flames, but also revealed a deterrent 

murderous aura. 

 

This murderous intent made the whole world cold! 

 

madman! 

 

A complete lunatic! 

 

But the onlookers in the audience had exploded. 

 

Ye Chen's performance undoubtedly set off a stormy sea! 

 

A person of ordinary roots has actually crossed the thirtieth floor! 

 

Could it be that Ye Chen's talent and strength far surpass Qiu Laocheng? 

 

How the **** is this possible! 

 



Many people even rubbed their eyes, they would rather misread it than believe it! 

 

Ji Siqing's beautiful eyes above the aperture in the distance gradually turned from worry to curiosity. 

 

Today, Ye Chen gave her too many surprises. 

 

This surprise is far beyond her knowledge. 

 

She was even curious, where did these opportunities and strength come from? 

 

Ye Chen's cultivation base during the five years of Kunlun Xu's stay was pretty good, but the starting 

point was too low. It was logically considered that he was going against the sky when he entered the 

Immortal Ascension Realm. 

 

But since Ye Chen went to Huaxia, where the spirit is thin, it has become even more terrifying. 

 

It was as if there were two hands that were forcibly pushing Ye Chen to embark on the road of the 

strong. 

 

Duan Huaian of the Medical God School should not have this ability. 

 

Could it be that Ye Chen got the designation of a certain great power? 

 

At the same moment, one person's face turned completely dark, very ugly. 

 

Mr. Jing Shui stared at the 30th-order Ye Chen, his fists clenched! 

 

He thought Qiu Laocheng could do something, but he didn't expect that in the end, Qiu Laocheng would 

become Ye Chen's stepping stone! 

 



Such a waste, it's a shame! 

 

There was a trace of killing intent in his eyes. 

 

Although Ye Chen did not reach the top of the mountain, one thing was certain. 

 

Ye Chen's talent has surpassed most young talents, and he can no longer let this kid grow up. 

 

Otherwise it is definitely a threat to him. 

 

But at this moment, Ye Chen didn't continue walking, his icy eyes shot on Qiu Laocheng's body! 

 

"Qiu Laocheng, I am willing to bet and lose! Kneel down, and then destroy his dantian!" 

 

Ye Chen will not have the slightest care or sympathy for such people! 

 

Qiu Laocheng's expression was a little frightened. He had no choice but to gritted his teeth and stepped 

forward. He thought he could cross two more floors. 

 

At least not to lose. 

 

But he didn't expect that before he took a step, he was shocked back by a force. 

 

A blush of blood was spit out from his mouth. 

 

shocking. 

 

"Ye Chen, don't deceive people too much!" 

 



Deceive too much? 

 

Ye Chen smiled coldly, and drew out a cold sword: "If you lose, you lose. There is so much nonsense." 

 

Qiu Laocheng was seriously injured and knew that it was impossible to move on. 

 

He turned his eyes, no longer hesitated, and went straight down the mountain. 

 

He didn't care about being embarrassed, if he kneeled in front of this little beast, what face would he 

have! 

 

The key is to pay your own Dantian! 

 

Without Dantian, then everything is gone for him. 

 

Only to leave this kid and hide to Mr. Jingshui, he will be safe! 

 

Ideals are beautiful, but reality is cruel. 

 

Before Qiu Laocheng stepped up a step, a cold sword broke open. 

 

Directly inserted in front of him, violent energy swept through, his body flew, and he returned to the 

original place again. 

 

Before he could react, a black shadow was approaching! 

 

It is Ye Chen! 

 

At the same time, the cold long sword fell accurately on Qiu Laocheng's shoulders. 



 

Cold and bloodthirsty. 

 

"Give you two choices, fulfill your promise, or send you on the road." 

 

Qiu Laocheng was stiff, and he could feel a hint of thunder and lightning all over his body. 

 

"I am from Absolute Wuzong..." 

 

Before he finished speaking, Ye Chen drew out the cold sword and smashed it directly on Qiu Laocheng's 

cheek. 

 

A mark is extremely clear. 

 

"Kneel down!" 

 

The icy chill resounded. 

 

Qiu Laocheng had been seriously injured, and the surrounding coercion had already swept through, 

"Pump!" He knelt directly on the ground. 

 

At this moment, there is only fear in his heart. 

 

Here, there are only two of them, no one can help him! 

 

"What to do next, I shouldn't need to say it." The indifferent voice resounded. 

 

"Ye Chen, we don't have any **** enemies, there is no need to kill them all." Qiu Laocheng said 

unwillingly. 

 



Ye Chen nodded: "If I lose, you will sympathize with me? The last three seconds, don't waste my time." 

 

Just as Qiu Laocheng wanted to say something, Ye Chen moved. 

 

He held his five fingers, the long sword flew back to his palm, and then the violent spirit of the gods 

overflowed crazily. 

 

Thunder and lightning circled the sword, broke away from his right hand in an instant, and shot Qiu 

Laocheng's Dantian. 

 

"Crack!" 

 

Countless infuriating overflow! 

 

The pubic area is broken! 

 

Qiu Laocheng even vomited three mouthfuls of blood on the spot! 

 

Shockingyou! " 

 

Qiu Laocheng's eyes widened, and even a trace of death was glowing. 

 

Ye Chen clearly said to give him three seconds, why didn't he get a second, so he shot! 

 

This scumbag! 

 

"Sorry, I changed my mind, I don't even want to give it to you for three seconds." 

 

After speaking, Ye Chen turned around and took a step. 



 

Seeing this scene, Qiu Laocheng's expression was terrifying, as if he had seen a ghost. 

 

He couldn't think of it, the 30th floor was not Ye Chen's limit! 

Chapter 963: Too weird (four) 

 

Ye Chen actually wants to continue! 

 

Could it be that this guy really has to enter the Dragon Pond on his own! 

 

Ye Chen took another five steps, and these five steps actually exhausted his dantian vitality. 

 

Very uncomfortable. 

 

But he is very clear that this is not his limit. 

 

He closed his eyes. 

 

Qiu Laocheng's shock is far from over! 

 

Not long after, in Qiu Laocheng's stunned expression, Ye Chen suddenly opened his eyes. 

 

Huh... 

 

A light flashed across, like thunder and lightning tore through the sky! 

 

Kick... 

 

There was dull footsteps, and Ye Chen's momentum soared! 



 

boom…… 

 

The entire ladder faintly vibrated. 

 

Ye Chen went up a few floors! 

 

"Oh my god, it's the thirty-fifth floor!" 

 

Seeing Ye Chen go further, there was another uproar and exclaim in the square. 

 

"Impossible! An illusion! This must be an illusion!" 

 

Above the ladder, Qiu Laocheng's pupils suddenly shrank upon seeing this scene. 

 

"Ye Chen actually took another step. Am I wrong?" 

 

"How did he do that!" 

 

The crowd is confused! 

 

Looking at Ye Chen standing on the ladder like a giant, everyone's eyes changed. 

 

Before that, who could have thought that this would be the result? 

 

Everyone was waiting to see Ye Chen jokes. However, now who is watching whose joke? 

 

Ye Chen's performance gave everyone a slap in the face! 

 



"Ye Chen, I really underestimated you!" 

 

Inside the crowd, Mr. Jingshui's complexion was uncertain! 

 

A waste he looked down upon, actually stood at this height? 

 

This makes Mr. Jingshui unacceptable! 

 

Especially this person is Ye Chen! 

 

Mr. Jing Shui and Ye Chen had torn their faces before. 

 

Since Ye Chen is the enemy, how can Mr. Jing Shui keep Ye Chen bright? 

 

Staring fiercely at the ladder, Mr. Jingshui clenched his fists, a trace of murderous intent circulating in his 

eyes. 

 

"Come again!" 

 

With red blood in his eyes, Ye Chen took a few steps further, and was on the fortieth step. At this 

moment, Ye Chen's figure trembled. 

 

Ye Chen reached the limit! 

 

That coercive will constantly destroys Ye Chen, causing him to collapse! 

 

The means he can use have already been used! 

 

The power of the immortal fire, the **** thunder, and even the blood dragon was also used. 



 

It is almost impossible to step into the rest of the place! 

 

Feeling that he was about to collapse, Ye Chen gritted his teeth. 

 

He took another step, but finally retreated. 

 

Spit out a mouthful of bright blood. 

 

shocking. 

 

He looked at the top of the mountain that was far away and extremely close, and he felt a sense of 

powerlessness in his heart. 

 

What should I do? 

 

Is Xilongchi really missed me? 

 

At this moment, Xiao Huang on his shoulder woke up from sleep. 

 

It rubbed its eyes and looked around, suddenly there was a hint of surprise in its eyes. 

 

It's like seeing something delicious. 

 

In the next second, something strange happened. 

 

Xiao Huang opened his mouth, Ye Chen found that all the coercion in his body had disappeared! 

 

His eyes were horrified, he looked down at Xiao Huang, and instantly understood something. 



 

Xiao Huang is not afraid of coercion! 

 

Naturally, this coercion is nothing to it! 

 

Even, he felt that the current Xiao Huang was actually eating the coercion left behind by these mighty 

powers! 

 

There was even a faint light on it. 

 

After a while, Xiao Huang seemed dissatisfied, pulled Ye Chen's clothes, and pointed to the front. 

 

It seems that Ye Chen is moving forward. 

 

Ye Chen's horror was completely suppressed, a smile appeared at the corner of his mouth, and he 

quickly walked towards the top of the mountain! 

 

You read it right! 

 

Just walk! 

 

At the back, it even looks like a robe! 

 

"This……" 

 

"Have I read it wrong, God... Ye Chen is crazy! How did he do it?" 

 

"Look, why does he seem to be a okay person!" 

 



"Fuck, he is running" 

 

Above the ladder, the wind and clouds are rolling, and in the square, huge waves are surging. 

 

Looking at Ye Chen at this moment, everyone opened their mouths wide. Especially in a twinkling of an 

eye, Ye Chen stepped two layers, shaking everyone's heart even more. 

 

Many people don’t know what this means. 

 

However, judging from the fact that those cultivators have turned into blood mist, it is enough to see 

how terrifying the ladder is. 

 

How did Ye Chen do it? 

 

It is hard to imagine that Ye Chen, who has always been regarded as a waste and a laughingstock, has 

burst into light enough to cover everyone at this moment! 

 

At this moment, everyone was silent as they watched Ye Chen who was in the afterimage. 

 

A wave of awe began to rise from the hearts of everyone! 

 

Now, who is qualified to laugh at Ye Chen? 

 

And the few people in the aperture saw such a weird Ye Chen. 

 

Somewhat dumbfounded. 

 

What the hell, they even suspect that the thing in front of them is really a ladder? 

 

Why is it like a general staircase in Ye Chen's eyes? 



 

Say good coercion! 

 

Nothing? 

 

It's weird. 

 

Ji Siqing stretched out his hand and covered his mouth, not even letting himself make a sound. 

 

She knew better than anyone how terrifying the coercion on this ladder was. 

 

But how could Ye Chen be so relaxed? 

 

The key is to run! 

 

Not to mention Ye Chen, even if it was her or some of Kunlun Xu's sect masters, it couldn't be so. 

 

How did Ye Chen do this? 

 

For the first time, Mr. Jingshui's eyes were surprised. 

 

"How is it possible! There is no pressure on this ladder? Is it possible that the ladder has failed?" 

 

When countless people were puzzled, Qiu Laocheng, who had been abolished by his dantian, suddenly 

shouted: "The pressure on the ladder is gone! There is no pressure at all! This ladder is invalid! Haha!" 

 

After all, Xiao Huang swallowed all the mighty coercion  which also eased Qiu Laocheng's discomfort. 

 

To some extent, Qiu Laocheng is cheaper. 



 

Mr. Jingshui's complexion changed drastically, his body floated, and he instantly reached the top of the 

ladder. 

 

He closed his eyes and felt it for a few minutes. Suddenly they opened, and a cold light flickered: "Sure 

enough, the coercion of the ladder has failed! Is it because the mountain has been too long and has lost 

its spirituality? That kid also Really fate! But now it is invalid!" 

 

All doubts are resolved. 

 

This is also the best explanation. 

 

There is no problem in running on the ladder without spirituality. 

 

Mr. Jingshui looked towards the top of the mountain and found that Ye Chen was about to set foot on 

the top of the mountain. His expression became more ugly. He quickly pinched his fingers, only to see 

the light circle under the feet of those who advanced! 

Chapter 964: Metamorphosis! (Fives) 

 

"You can't let that kid step in first, you are ready, I will take you up!" 

 

After the words fell, his pinching speed was getting faster and faster! 

 

The appearance of Ye Chen broke all his rhythms! 

 

No matter what, he couldn't let Ye Chen be the first to get the chance to wash the dragon pond! 

 

This guy is not qualified! 

 

Several beams of light suddenly formed, and in the next second, Mr. Jing Shui, Ji Siqing, Wei Ying and 

even the others disappeared. 



 

Everything returned to silence. 

 

... 

 

Mountain top. 

 

Ye Chen exhaled, patted Xiao Huang on his shoulder, and praised: "Xiao Huang, let alone, I relied on you 

several times today. Without you, I wouldn't feel so well. Thanks." 

 

After speaking, Ye Chen took out a Shuanghui ham sausage from the reincarnation cemetery, tore the 

package, and handed it to Xiao Huang: "This is my reward." 

 

Xiao Huang glanced at the ham, but turned his head, as if disdainfully. 

 

It's an ancient bloodline, how can it eat this kind of thing. 

 

What's more, the pressure just now has filled its stomach, so naturally it won't eat anymore. 

 

"Come on, you don't eat me." 

 

Ye Chen took a bite, and he felt a breath rushing behind him, no longer hesitating, and quickly took Xiao 

Huang to a cave on the top of the mountain. 

 

The cave was cold and dark. 

 

Ye Chen quickly passed through the long corridor, the darkness disappeared, and the whole world 

instantly brightened. 

 

Ye Chen stopped because he found a huge ancient well about thirty meters in diameter in front of him. 



 

Yes, it is Gujing. 

 

The shape is almost the same as the ancient well outside, but it is too big, and the big one even looks 

like a lake. 

 

The edge of the spring Zhouwei is raised, with ancient Sanskrit inscribed on it. 

 

Ye Chen couldn't understand, but when his eyes touched, his heart seemed to be purified. 

 

A stone monument stands in the middle of the spring. 

 

The picture of Nine Dragons flying together is painted on the stele! 

 

At the same time, three vigorous and powerful characters stand out! Xilongchi! 

 

Xiao Huang on Ye Chen's shoulders stared at the spring water firmly, breathing a little shortly. 

 

Its body is constantly flowing with light, which is obviously the meaning of evolution! 

 

When Ye Chen lost his mind, Xiao Huang's body jumped and jumped directly out of the Dragon Pool! 

 

In an instant, Xilongchi was boiling! 

 

"Go and grab Xilong Pond!" 

 

Suddenly, Mr. Jingshui's voice sounded outside. 

 

Ye Chen also felt a few figures swept over. 



 

He didn't hesitate, and jumped in towards Xiao Huang. 

 

Instant spring water does not enter the body. 

 

Ye Chen even felt that his body was sinking continuously, and he kept looking for Xiao Huang's figure 

underwater! 

 

It was discovered that Xiao Huang was missing! 

 

"Grass! Where did Xiao Huang go!" 

 

The Xilong Pond was too deep, and there was no Xiao Huang's figure on the surface, Ye Chen could only 

dive into the water to find it. 

 

Xilongchi has a great opportunity and represents danger. 

 

Ye Chen had already regarded Xiao Huang as a friend and partner, and naturally did not want Xiao 

Huang to have an accident. 

 

Ye Chen kept moving towards the depths. Several times he wanted to call Xiao Huang loudly, but his 

voice was eventually covered up, and countless springs swallowed. 

 

Above Xilongchi, Ji Siqing, Wei Ying, and the others jumped off. 

 

They did not sink under the Xilong Pond, but sat cross-legged, their bodies suspended. 

 

An extremely strong spring water came, and a whirlpool was formed all over them. 

 



Ji Siqing's whirlpool was the largest, followed by Wei Ying and another young man in Taoist robes. The 

five remaining whirlpools were not big. 

 

Mr. Jingshui stood on the periphery of Xilongchi with his hands behind him, and glanced around with 

cold eyes. 

 

It was discovered that Ye Chen and the spirit beast were gone! 

 

"How could it be possible! They came in just now!" 

 

Mr. Jingshui's eyes were gloomy and cold, his spiritual consciousness expanded, and he even went deep 

into the Dragon Pond, but there was still no movement. 

 

"Strange." 

 

And Ji Siqing and Wei Ying also kept paying attention to their surroundings, looking for Ye Chen, but 

there was no news. 

 

Ye Chen is like the world has evaporated. 

 

"Xilongchi was once a place where wild monsters and beasts drink water. According to legend, the 

dragon lived here for thousands of years. The water in the pond has been mutated. It is very spiritual for 

cultivators. Even the Xilongchi contains a lot of powerful cultivation techniques. If you are Feel it well, 

you will definitely gain a lot." 

 

"Also, the Xilong Pond represents opportunity, but also represents danger. The spring water inside is full 

of dangers, such as magma, such as thunderclouds, such as extreme cold, such as the sea of swords, and 

their degree of danger will follow you. Your strength is increasing continuously. Once you can't bear it, 

come out in time, otherwise you will stay in it forever. This is not a threat. Please pay attention! 

 

You have three days left! For so many years, only a dozen people have survived for two days, and almost 

none have survived for three days! 

 



I'm just outside, you can call me if you have anything. " 

 

After speaking, Mr. Jingshui headed outside. 

 

Since there is no Ye Chen in Xilongchi, he must still be outside. 

 

Just when there is no one, I think of a way to erase this kid. 

 

And at the moment. 

 

A hundred meters below Xilong Pond. 

 

Bottomless. 

 

Ye Chen's face flushed a bit, although the cultivator was not afraid of the deep sea, but it was also 

uncomfortable to stay in it for a long time. 

 

If you can't find Xiao Huang anymore, it will be troublesome. 

 

Suddenly, Ye Chen felt something, something strange came from his body, Long Yin bursts! 

 

By the way, this is the Xilongchi, the blood dragon phantom in his body is also related to the dragon, this 

Xilongchi is naturally his territory. 

 

No longer hesitating, Ye Chen released the blood dragon phantom in his body. 

 

In an instant, a red light rushed out of the body, and the huge dragon's voice made the Xilongchi roll 

again. 

 

The blood dragon coiled around Ye Chen's body, trembling constantly, seemed very excited. 



 

Then, the blood dragon spit out something, like a bubble hitting Ye Chen's body. 

 

The uncomfortable feeling suddenly disappeared. 

 

Ye Chen at the moment seemed to be walking on the ground. 

 

Ye Chen was overjoyed. Then he thought of something and asked Xuelong, "Do you know where Xiao 

Huang is?" 

 

The blood dragon head lightly tapped, and it rushed towards the south in an instant. 

 

Ye Chen followed, and he found that not only was his body lighter underwater, it was even easier to 

condense his dantian. 

 

After a minute, the blood dragon stopped. 

 

Ye Chen unexpectedly found that he had come to an underwater palace. 

 

It's just that the palace has fallen, and there are only broken walls. 

 

There is no prosperity of the past. 

 

"Where is Xiao Huang?" Ye Chen turned his head and asked, only to find that the blood dragon's eyes 

were staring in one direction. 

 

There is a huge formation there. 

 

Ancient formations. 

 



The eyes of the formation are made up of six animal bones! 

 

The skeleton is extremely huge Even if it's just bones, Ye Chen feels a little scared. 

 

This must be an ancient beast! 

 

Why does the key ancient beast appear here? 

 

And is it reduced to a frontline? 

 

What means is this? 

 

Just when Ye Chen was puzzled, a fluffy thing in the center of the formation flashed with colorful light. 

 

The low roar continued to sound. 

 

It's Xiao Huang! 

 

The key little yellow face shows pain! Very hideous! 

Chapter 965: The strange thing under Xilong Pond! 

 

Ye Chen stepped forward in one step, but before approaching the place of formation, an invisible 

obstacle surged. 

 

"boom!" 

 

Ye Chen's body was instantly repelled by a barrier. 

 

Upsurge of blood. 



 

Ye Chen reluctantly stabilized his figure, and just wanted to ask about the blood dragon, but he found 

that the bones of the ancient fierce beasts moved. 

 

The roar of the fierce beast rang out. 

 

Even more staring at Ye Chen. 

 

Even if he didn't have a physical body, this look made Ye Chen feel cold. 

 

"boom!" 

 

Suddenly, the bones of one of them rushed towards Ye Chen, Ye Chen never thought this thing would 

move! 

 

Ye Chen stretched out his arm, and Zhanlongwen Tianjian appeared directly in his palm. 

 

In desperation, he could only cut it with a sword. 

 

The violent sword intent took the thunder and lightning crazily to swallow the bones of the ancient giant 

beast. 

 

"Ding!" 

 

The air wave rolled, Ye Chen's sword slashed on the bones, and there was no response. 

 

You must know that this blow far exceeds the Saint King Realm! With such power, there is no response 

to a skeleton, what the **** is this! 

 

After a short pause, the ancient fierce beast rushed over, as if to bite mercilessly. 



 

Once bitten, the consequences would be disastrous! 

 

The blood dragon naturally sensed Ye Chen's danger, and the dragons rushed in frantically! 

 

In the Xilongchi, the blood dragon may have been affected by some ancient dragon, and it has turned 

into substance in a short time and is extremely powerful. 

 

Far beyond the outside world! 

 

"boom!" 

 

An earth-shaking sound appeared, and the bones of the ancient fierce beast instantly dispersed! 

 

The blood dragon stood in front of Ye Chen, and the voice of the dragon's voice grew louder and louder! 

 

It seemed to shock the remaining few fierce beast bones. 

 

Seeing that he was ready to go, Xiao Huang opened his eyes, and the sound of pain suddenly resounded! 

 

Ye Chen couldn't help but spit out a mouthful of blood. 

 

And the few fierce beast bones around Xiao Huang seemed to have seen something terrifying! 

 

Kneel down! 

 

Surrendered! 

 



Ye Chen was a little shocked. Although the bloodline on Xiao Huang's body was unusual, it came from 

the ancients, but these bones were also ancient-like existences, so they should be the same in front of 

Xiao Huang? 

 

Ye Chen looked at Xiao Huang in the formation, he could feel that it was painful, as if Xiao Huang's body 

was being ruthlessly torn apart. 

 

The colorful light resembled seven extremely sharp blades, cutting Xiao Huang's body one by one. 

 

Ye Chen couldn't bear it, and slowly approached: "Xiao Huang?" 

 

This time, the bones of those ancient fierce beasts did not attack Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen also successfully entered the formation. 

 

He didn't know what to do, so he could only follow some of China's handling of cats. 

 

He stretched out his hand and gently stroked Xiao Huang's body. 

 

"Roar!" 

 

Xiao Huang was extremely defensive, with her squalid fangs exposed, she just wanted to bite the person 

who touched it, but found that it was Ye Chen, and stopped again. 

 

"do not touch me!" 

 

A cold voice sounded. 

 

Ye Chen stopped, his pupils widening. 

 



This... Xiao Huang actually spoke! 

 

Damn it! 

 

This is indeed a human voice. 

 

Could it be that the first evolution is to give Xiao Huang the ability to communicate with him? 

 

You must know that the ancient fierce beasts outside can only speak when they reach the highest realm! 

And Xiao Huang just grew up! 

 

It can be seen how terrifying Xiao Huang's bloodline is. 

 

"Stay away...stay away from me, otherwise...or you will be hurt." 

 

Xiao Huang's voice sounded again. 

 

Ye Chen was stunned, and quickly stepped back. 

 

Before taking a few steps, another voice sounded: "Wait, I have your blood in my body. Now I still need 

a drop of your blood... for me." 

 

Although the essence and blood are precious, Ye Chen did not hesitate to force a drop. 

 

When the blood shot on Xiao Huang's body, the colorful light suddenly expanded, and Xiao Huang was 

completely enveloped. 

 

Can't see clearly! 

 

Ye Chen waited outside, and Xiao Huang's painful roar continued to be heard. 



 

He could feel the aura of heaven and earth in Xilong Pond frantically rushing towards Xiao Huang. 

 

The power of the thunder on Xiao Huang's body has completely exploded! 

 

A crimson beam of light goes straight to the sky! 

 

In an instant, the Xilong Pond rolled away! 

 

The few people who felt and practiced on it opened their eyes and spit out a mouthful of blood. 

 

"What's wrong with this Dragon Pond? Why do I feel a terrifying pressure coming!" 

 

Someone exclaimed, his eyes filled with fear. 

 

He finally got here, but he didn't want to die! 

 

"I want to go out!" 

 

The man slapped on the spring water and jumped out instantly. 

 

But before leaving Xilongchi completely, the crimson light beam penetrated. 

 

"Boom!" With a sound, his body turned into a blood mist on the spot. 

 

A corner of Xilongchi is full of blood. 

 

Upon seeing this scene, Ji Siqing, Wei Ying and others shrank their eyes, not knowing what this beam of 

light was. 



 

But being able to kill such a genius with ease is absolutely terrifying. 

 

At this moment, Mr. Jingshui rushed in from outside, staring at the beam of light filled with divine 

thunder. 

 

Finger pinch. 

 

Close your eyes. 

 

When his eyes opened, there was horror in his Gujing Bubo eyes! 

 

"Not good! This breath comes from that kid's spirit beast! Could it be that the spirit beast has changed! 

They are at the bottom of the pool!" 

 

A murderous intent flashed across Mr. Jingshui's eyes. 

 

Judging from the beam of light, that kid's spirit beast will only become stronger. 

 

This makes him hotter! 

 

This kind of treasure, what right does the Fangen waste that has entered the Holy Realm to control! 

 

It should only belong to him! 

 

A formation plate was sacrificed in his hand, shooting like a dragon-washing pond, and then his body 

stepped over the formation plate, wanting to enter. 

 

But when he just stepped in, the pool water surged again. 

 



A sense of desolation strikes! 

 

The ferocious beast's anger from the ancients swept over. 

 

This pressure is not something he can resist! 

 

"boom!" 

 

The formation at the foot shattered on the spot! 

 

Not only that, but the extremely powerful Mr. Jingshui was suddenly repelled by a force at the bottom 

of the pool! 

 

"Puff!" 

 

A mouthful of blood was spit out. 

 

Mr. Jingshui's body slammed fiercely on the bulge on the edge of the dragon washing pond. 

 

Very embarrassed. 

 

Ji Siqing, Wei Ying and others were completely confused. 

 

Who would have thought that a legendary character would be so embarrassed by the movement under 

Xilongchi! 

 

What is the key to Xilong Pond? 

 

Why is there such a pressure! 



 

At this moment, Ye Chen found that everything around him was calm again. 

 

Everything that was covered gradually disappeared. 

 

A figure gradually emerged. 

 

The body is small, the same size as Xiao Huang before. 

 

But the hair and color have completely changed, yellow and black interlaced, like the lines of a beast. 

 

The feeling of yellow and black was full of cold killing intent and thunder  was extremely deterrent. 

 

There was a cold wind under the water for some reason. 

 

The hair is floating, like a cloak! 

 

Majestic! 

 

This is not the most terrible, the terrible thing is that a pair of cold, not warm eyes are staring at him. 

 

One blue and one red! 

 

It's still a different pupil! 

 

There is a rune of thunder and lightning in the blue pupils! 

 

It seems to represent the power of God Thunder! 

 



As for the red pupils, the runes are extremely strange. 

 

Those eyes seem to come from hell! 

Chapter 966: Edge of life and death! 

 

Ye Chen was stared at by Xiao Huang who was different. 

 

He even felt an invisible coercion over him. 

 

Xiao Huang ignores all the coercion of the strong, and can even swallow those coercion! 

 

And now! 

 

The endless coercion swallowed by Xiao Huang on the ladder seems to be all over! 

 

The blood dragon sensed something was wrong, and hurriedly panned in front of Ye Chen, a dragon roar 

resounded, and the pressure was instantly crushed! 

 

Even so, the blood dragon was also injured in varying degrees! 

 

"Roar!" 

 

Suddenly, Xiao Huang raised his head and a loud roar resounded. 

 

The whole body **** thunder burst out! 

 

Ye Chen clearly discovered that the lightning pattern of one of Xiao Huang's blue pupils was constantly 

rotating, and a mysterious force continued to overflow. 

 



This is far from over! 

 

That furry body overflowed with endless blood! 

 

Ye Chen seemed to be in a sea of blood! 

 

Countless wailing came from the bottom of Xilong Pond. 

 

"This is..." Ye Chen felt that the evil intentions of his body were thoroughly aroused! 

 

His eyes were gradually red, as if the killing intent in the deepest heart was also attracted. 

 

The Dao he walked was originally killing Dao, and now Xiao Huang's state is very similar to the way he 

feels killing Dao! 

 

It's just more domineering and cold. 

 

"Roar!" 

 

There was another loud noise, and Xiao Huang's two front feet slammed on the ground. 

 

Cracks appeared in the bottom of the pool instantly, and the cracks were filled with thunder and 

lightning and violent evil intentions swept in. 

 

Ye Chen didn't hesitate anymore, holding the Dragon Slashing Question Heaven Sword in his hand, 

condensing ten thousand swords. 

 

Sword dance for nine days. 

 

Numerous sword intents formed a wall of sword intent and stood in front of him. 



 

I wanted to prevent the crack from spreading, but I didn't expect Xiao Huang's current state to be like a 

runaway edge. 

 

The sword intent barrier shattered in an instant, and a force of destruction struck the Dragon Slashing 

Heaven Sword, and Ye Chen retreated quickly against the ground with his feet! 

 

It took more than ten meters to completely stop. 

 

The key is that Ye Chen's two arms are slightly numb! 

 

He looked at the figure filled with violent energy in the distance, one thing was certain, this was Xiao 

Huang's first evolution! 

 

The former Xiao Huang was a bit weak and lethargic, but now Xiao Huang has begun to feel like an 

ancient beast. 

 

As it is now, any monster will surrender! 

 

Even some cultivators with unstable Taoism will inevitably spread fear in their hearts. 

 

Judging from the strength just now, this little Huang's casual blow has exceeded his own strength! 

 

Even close to returning to the virtual realm. 

 

Ye Chen's expression at the moment was a bit horrified. 

 

Although Xiao Huang's predecessor was the mad evil black tiger, it was completely dead under the 

power of the divine thunder. 

 



Then Nirvana is born again! 

 

The greatest source of rebirth is the mighty power of a tombstone in the reincarnation cemetery! 

 

It can be said that the current Xiao Huang is not the king of the mad black tiger, but the king of ten 

thousand demons who is side by side with the mighty power! 

 

The first evolution was so terrifying, what's more? 

 

Also, what kind of energy does Xiao Huang's other red pupil represent! 

 

Before he could think, Xiao Huang slapped another palm on the ground. 

 

Its eyes are so strange at this moment! 

 

Ye Chen was the only living thing around, and naturally became his target. 

 

The bottom of the pool vibrated, and the surface of the water was tumbling like a tsunami, rolling 

towards Ye Chen frantically. 

 

At the same time, the evil spirit and the power of the divine thunder were entwined, turning into a 

hundred feet sword, and shooting frantically at Ye Chen. 

 

"Fuck, Xiao Huang, it's not necessary!" 

 

"Blood Dragon, come!" 

 

The blood dragon instantly fell from the sky, and directly penetrated into Ye Chen's body. 

 

The power of the dragon broke out! 



 

Ye Chen didn't dare to despise Xiao Huang, who was in an explosive state, and the power of God 

Thunder covered it! 

 

Powerful energy overflows from the Dragon Slashing Heaven Sword, and the energy is extremely 

chaotic. If Ye Chen is not in good condition, he will definitely be injured! 

 

"Ten thousand swords return to the clan!" 

 

A sword intent came out, one divided into two, two divided into four! 

 

Finally turned into ten thousand ways. 

 

The streamer came out, and the sword shot out! 

 

"Wow!" 

 

The meaning of ten thousand swords is like a giant beast dashing towards that hundred feet of space! 

 

Thousands of sword qi suddenly collided with it! 

 

Rumble! 

 

The world seems to be cracking. 

 

Under the bottom of the pool, the light converged crazily. 

 

Just a face-to-face, the terrifying sword broke Ye Chen's blow! 

 



After a slight pause, the divine thunder spreads! 

 

The two forces suddenly disappeared! Comparable! 

 

The qi wave collided in all directions, and suddenly hit Ye Chen and Xiao Huang's body. 

 

Xiao Huang took a few steps back, and Ye Chen did the same! 

 

"Puff!" 

 

Ye Chen couldn't help a mouthful of blood spurting out from the corner of his mouth. He suffered minor 

injuries and his body convulsed violently. 

 

And Xiao Huang is like a okay guy, running madly. 

 

At each step, the water in the pool vibrated, and shocking footprints appeared at the bottom of the 

pool! 

 

"Damn, what the **** is this guy going crazy!" 

 

Ye Chen was a little angry. If it was an enemy, he could not hesitate, but in front of him was his partner. 

 

how to spell? 

 

Both lose and lose, this is not the result he wants. 

 

At this moment, an old voice sounded: "Disciple, in fact, this is normal. This guy has swallowed the 

coercive power of so many powerful people on the ladder, plus all the power of the nine blood wolves, 

this power There are too many, after the evolution, he must vent it, otherwise it will explode and die." 

 



"In his current state, it is impossible for him to recognize you, and may even want to kill you!" 

 

"However, fortunately, here is the Dragon Washing Pool. The reason why the Dragon Washing Pool is 

strong is that it contains the fountain of Dragon Tears. One drop can make the blood dragon several 

times stronger. This is very important for your blood dragon. Hurry up to absorb the energy inside, and 

when the entire fountain of Long Tears is absorbed, the blood dragon will have the ability to resist this 

guy. 

 

When the time comes, the blood dragon's state will be violent, and it is a good choice for the two guys 

to vent some time together. " 

 

Ye Chen was startled, and then he wanted to understand why Lin Qingxuan emphasized that Xilongchi 

was crucial to both the blood dragon and Xiao Huang. 

 

Suddenly, he thought of something, and asked: "What about before the blood dragon absorbs the 

fountain of Long Tears?" 

 

Lin Qingxuan squinted slightly, and said lightly: "Then how long you can support this guy!" 

 

The words fell, Lin Qingxuan disappeared! 

 

Then, Xiao Huang wrapped up a strong evil spirit and came violently! 

 

Extremely majestic! 

 

Ye Chen no longer thinks about it to force a drop of blood on the Dragon Swordsman Heaven Sword, and 

directly cut it madly! 

 

One person and one beast are carrying the power of divine thunder, like two thunderballs are constantly 

colliding! 

 



The blood dragon wanted to help, but Ye Chen quickly said: "Blood dragon, quickly absorb the fountain 

of Dragon Tears! Hurry up!" 

 

Hearing these words, the blood dragon's eyes hesitated for a few minutes, and then quickly moved 

towards the darkest part of the ancient city. 

 

There were faint dragons in the depths, feeling very far away, even from eternity. 

 

At the bottom of the pool, Ye Chen and Xiao Huang kept colliding! 

 

Xiao Huang is not big, but a random palm print is enough to make Ye Chen vibrate. 

 

Ye Chen was injured again and again, wandering on the edge of life and death. 

Chapter 967: at least! 

 

Xiao Huang obviously couldn't hurt Ye Chen further, and his hideous eyes became more and more angry! 

 

It seems that someone is challenging his authority! 

 

The battle at the bottom of the pool made the people above Xilongchi extremely hard to suffer. 

 

The endless **** thunder roamed in the spring water, and there was a genius with a slightly lagging 

cultivation base and talent, which could not be resisted at all. 

 

The infuriating barrier around him shattered on the spot. 

 

Shen Lei and Sha Yi completely swallowed him! 

 

"Mr. Jingshui, save me!" 

 



He wanted to leave, but found that the **** thunder was like a thunder net that bound him, he couldn't 

leave at all. 

 

The key is that the true energy of his dantian seems to be absorbed by madness! 

 

Collect hundreds of warriors! Play free! 

His cultivation is decreasing! 

 

Mr. Jing Shui on the side shrank his eyes, stepped out, hovering above the dragon pool, and grabbed the 

guy's hand! 

 

Pulled out of the water! 

 

But it's too late! 

 

Shen Lei and Xue Sha suddenly contracted, and his body burst instantly! 

 

The eyes of Ji Siqing, Wei Ying, the young man in Dao-robed robe, and all the rest of Xilong Pond became 

extremely serious. 

 

It was only a few hours, and two geniuses had fallen! 

 

Eight people stepped into this place, now there are only six people left! 

 

Who will be next! 

 

Mr. Jingshui's brow furrowed into a word "Chuan". He didn't know what happened under the Dragon 

Washing Pond, but one thing was certain. This time the Dragon Washing Pond was ten times more 

dangerous than before! 

 



After thinking about everything, he said to Ji Siqing, Wei Ying and others: "This time Xilongchi is 

extremely dangerous. Don't feel and absorb the energy inside. Come out! Otherwise, the consequences 

will be disastrous!" 

 

But only one young man in black returned to Mr. Jingshui to protect himself. 

 

The other five people are still feeling! 

 

Seeking wealth and insurance! How can the chance of getting here desperately give up casually! 

 

Mr. Jingshui shook his head helplessly and didn't care. 

 

Fortunately, after half an hour, four of the five started to break through! 

 

The meaning of the breakthrough was extremely violent, and the Xilong Pond rolled, one after another, 

the waves rose wildly. 

 

The only one who didn't break through was the young man in Taoist robe! 

 

The young man in Taoist robe kept diving into the water, holding a piece of jade pendant in his hand! 

 

The word Daozong is engraved on the jade pendant! 

 

He was sent by Taoism from the beginning! He kept a low profile throughout. 

 

Just for the mission that Dao Sect Sect Master gave him. 

 

He is also the only mature experimental product cultivated by the Taoist Sect Master. 

 

The killer and the other three people that Ye Chen faced near Qingxuan Peak were the first batch. 



 

And he is the third batch. 

 

The strength is above the Void Return Realm, and the spiritual root and blood are enough to crush 

everything. 

 

For thousands of years, Dao Zong has widely recruited Kunlun Xugelu geniuses because of a crazy plan in 

his heart! 

 

Once this plan is successful, Dao Zong will become Kunlun Xu's first sect in one fell swoop! 

 

You can also control the entire Kunlun Xu! 

 

And now, for Dao Sect Sect Master, the biggest threat is the Medical God Sect where Ye Chen and Duan 

Huaian are located! 

 

Therefore, the ratio of Kunlun's virtual genius is not important first. The Sect Master told him that if he 

meets Ye Chen, he must find ways to kill him and get the secret of Ye Chen! 

 

And he was extremely sure that Ye Chen was at the bottom of Xilongchi! 

 

The Dao Sect disciple disappeared completely, and even went toward the bottom of the pool. 

 

The crisis is approaching. 

 

... 

 

Under the Xilong Pond. 

 

Ye Chen panted violently, and the Zhanlongwentian sword thrust into the ground, supporting Ye Chen. 



 

The casual clothes on his body were completely shattered, and there were blood stains on his body! 

 

He raised his head and looked at the ferocious Xiao Huang, a little speechless. 

 

This guy hasn't been released yet! It seems to have endless energy! 

 

How should he fight! 

 

"Xiao Huang, if you try to hit the wall, I really can't afford to be your sparring partner!" 

 

Ye Chen said. 

 

But this is an insult to Xiao Huang! 

 

In the next second, it carries the momentum of thunder and rushes quickly! 

 

"by!" 

 

Ye Chen was really convinced. He wanted to pull up the Dragon Slayer Wentian Sword, but found that 

he had no strength at all. 

 

too tired! 

 

However, he found that as he vented with Xiao Huang, his body's intention to break through became 

stronger and stronger! 

 

It's already possible to break through! 

 



Xiao Huang came to Ye Chen in the blink of an eye, a palm burst out! 

 

Ye Chen flew out instantly! 

 

Turning around, a sword stuck on the ground! 

 

Sparks in the water spread, and a sword mark suddenly formed. 

 

shocking. 

 

Before he could stabilize his figure, Xiao Huang rushed again, this time with a cold killing intent! 

 

A few sharp steel knives appeared on the pink palm, and the **** thunder and blood evil flowed on the 

steel knives, directly towards Ye Chen's neck! 

 

This Xiao Huang really intends to kill him! 

 

Ye Chen was a spirit, holding a simple silver needle in his palm, just about to shoot Lin Qingxuan's silver 

needle power! 

 

From the depths of the darkness came the sound of a dragon chant! 

 

The sound was so loud that even the ground shook! 

 

Then Ye Chen saw a fiery red figure rushing out! 

 

What a blood dragon! 

 

It's just that the body of the blood dragon at this moment is several times larger, and the breath is 

extremely terrifying! 



 

The surface of the body was covered with dragons, and under the light, it reflected dazzling light! 

 

The blood dragon protector is extremely violent, and the distance of kilometers is just a moment to it. 

 

"bump!" 

 

The blood dragon hit Xiao Huang directly! 

 

Feeling the danger, Xiao Huang roared, and the steel-knife-like claws in his hand pierced directly 

towards the blood dragon! 

 

"Ziss!" 

 

Impenetrable at all, fierce sparks rise! 

 

"boom!" 

 

The blood dragon directly knocked Xiao Huang out! 

 

Almost instantly, the two bodies, one large and one small, fought. 

 

The battle between the ancient dragon and the ancient beast king! 

 

Because it was too fast, Ye Chen could only see the two rays of red and blue constantly colliding and 

separating! 

 

The entire Xilongchi is shaking! roll! 

 



The air waves keep shooting around! The ruined walls are also shattered a bit! 

 

Ye Chen exhaled, regardless of those two guys, he must practice and break through now! 

 

There is not only the spring of Dragon's tears in the water of Xilong Pond, but also the liquefied aura. 

One day of practice is equivalent to one year of Kunlun practice! 

 

He cannot waste this opportunity! 

 

Ye Chen no longer hesitated, sitting cross-legged, Nine Heavens Xuanyang revolving. 

 

The last time he stayed at the third level of the Saint Realm at Qingxuan Peak, this time, he had to break 

through to the fifth level at least! 

 

at least! 

Chapter 968: Power in the Dark 

 

The last time Duan Leiren dissipated, the light of the stars still remained in his dantian, which was 

undoubtedly the most heaven-defying force that helped him break through. 

 

The aura of Xilongchi gathered separately, and Ye Chen's whole body formed a whirlpool. 

 

In the whirlpool, one side is cold and the other side is hot. 

 

Inside the pubic area, infuriating energy rolled. 

 

All the forces, even more like thousands of troops, are breaking through to that layer of obstacles. 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen's body is a battlefield! 

 



Everything around seemed silent. 

 

Even the violent battle between the blood dragon and Xiao Huang could not affect Ye Chen. 

 

Nine Heavens Xuanyang never knew how many weeks it had been running. 

 

He doesn't know where his limits are. 

 

"Boom!" 

 

Endless aura collision! 

 

A barrier broke open on the spot! 

 

Ye Chen's whole body was glowing with a faint golden light! 

 

This feeling is so cool! 

 

Far from over, Ye Chen continued to move towards the next obstacle. 

 

... 

 

A burst of energy rushed out of the dantian, and finally gathered in the dantian again. 

 

Dantian keeps expanding. 

 

More and more energy from Xilongchi came towards Ye Chen. 

 



Suddenly, the little stone in Ye Chen's pocket also flew out, and began to frantically absorb the energy of 

Xilongchi! 

 

Used by the reincarnation cemetery! 

 

One person and one stone began to plunder the resources of the entire Xilongchi! 

 

The first reaction to this move was naturally Ji Siqing and Wei Ying. 

 

The two opened their eyes and looked at each other, and both found the confusion in each other's eyes. 

 

The energy of Xilongchi is disappearing? 

 

The point is that they have not absorbed too much! 

 

Although energy is absorbed, the crisis in Xilongchi is getting stronger! 

 

A series of stormy waves hit them. 

 

Although the second daughter used the infuriating barrier to block her, she still made her hair wet. 

 

"I don't know why the energy of this Dragon Washing Pond is so degraded. We are running out of time. 

Let's use secret methods to plunder each!" 

 

Ji Siqing said something, pointing a finger on the center of his forehead. 

 

A ray of light came out! 

 

The light seemed to transform into a huge palm, heading towards the disappearing energy frantically! 



 

It even grabbed and patted Ji Siqing's body. 

 

Ji Siqing put a smile on the corner of his mouth and continued to practice and make breakthroughs! 

 

Wei Ying's eyes shrank, she didn't have as many methods as Ji Siqing, but she had a terrible body! 

 

"Cold blood and cold body, my body is temporarily under your control. If this energy has completely 

passed away, you don't want to achieve your goal." 

 

In an instant, Wei Ying's eyes changed. 

 

Very cold and unhuman. 

 

It is the **** cold body. 

 

She glanced around and found that Ye Chen was not there, and snorted coldly: "That **** is not here, 

he has taken his life back, otherwise, I will make him regret coming to this world." 

 

"Frozen Domain, get up!" 

 

After the words fell, the ten-meter Xilong Pond around Wei Ying was completely frozen and turned into 

ice. 

 

The energy in her location also stopped flowing. 

 

She sat on the ice and continued to break through. 

 



Except for these two people, the remaining few proud of the heavens do not have this method. Since 

the Dragon Pond has no aura and is extremely dangerous, they all chose to leave the Dragon Pond as 

soon as possible! 

 

Only Wei Ying is left on the surface of Xilongchi, and Ji Siqing is breaking through! 

 

Mr. Jingshui on the side glanced around and clicked the number of people. Suddenly, his face changed 

drastically! 

 

The Taoist genius disciple has disappeared! 

 

When he thought of something, a smile suddenly appeared at the corner of his mouth: "I heard that Dao 

Sect was at odds with the God of Medicine, and Dao Zong tried to destroy the God of Medicine and 

Duan Huaian several times. Now it seems that the disciple of Taoism should go. Look for the kid under 

Xilong Pond." 

 

"I have already noticed something wrong with this Dao Sect disciple, and have been suppressing his 

strength. It seems that someone will help out this time!" 

 

... 

 

Under the Xilong Pond. 

 

Ye Chen has broken through to the fifth level of the Saint Realm! 

 

And still breaking through! 

 

This made Ye Chen's blood all over his body seemed to boil. 

 

Although it has only crossed a small realm, the further the cultivation path goes, the greater the benefits 

brought by a small realm. 

 



Even between the two small realms, there may be a moat! 

 

Some cultivators don’t even think about making breakthroughs in their lifetime! 

 

Even if such a speed of cultivation is spread to the outside world, it will be a storm, right? 

 

"Unexpectedly, Xilongchi really gave me a great opportunity!" 

 

Ye Chen didn't care how shocking his achievements at the moment were. 

 

When the opportunity was in front of him, he was naturally extremely excited. Now that the 

opportunity arises, how can he give up? 

 

The ferocious energy pouring into the body from the outside world is terrifying! 

 

Even the reincarnation cemetery was madly absorbed, and Ye Chen almost died four times. However, 

there must be blessings if you survive a catastrophe, which is not bad at all. 

 

"Come here!" 

 

Not long ago, the very anxious heart became excited. The mood that was so irritable not long ago has 

calmed down now. 

 

Seeing the opportunity to hit the next realm, why would Ye Chen hesitate? 

 

pain? Naturally still! 

 

Torture? It also continues! 

 

However, Ye Chen is a person with great perseverance! 



 

Without this perseverance, he would not have been able to reach this height, and he would not have 

reached such a height in a short time. 

 

A hellish career for several years has tempered a firm heart and an unshakable will. 

 

Enduring the unbearable pain and torture of ordinary people, Ye Chen took the initiative to absorb the 

extremely tyrannical breath this time, and it was crazy! 

 

Rumble! 

 

Ye Chen's body, the battle has reached a white-hot stage. It can be said that it is a stormy sea, full of 

sadness! 

 

The small stones carried by the reincarnation cemetery have already turned to the extreme, constantly 

refining energy, constantly bearing the limit, Ye Chen's complexion gradually turned pale. 

 

A trace of blood overflowed from the corner of his mouth, and it was obvious that Ye Chen's body was 

on the verge of collapse, and the situation was extremely delicate! 

 

Crackling... 

 

From time to time, I could hear bursts of crisp sounds coming from Ye Chen's body. The bones and flesh 

and blood around him seemed to be constantly reciprocating in collapse and reorganization. 

 

This is really hellish torture. 

 

Inside the pores, a little bit of blood oozes, coagulates, peels off... the time goes by, and this process 

keeps going back and forth. 

 

The figure was thinner than before. If you look closely, you can see Ye Chen's body trembling faintly 

under the ravages of energy. 



Chapter 969: Your identity! 

 

Perhaps the next moment is hell, the real hell. It is also possible that the gate of heaven will be opened. 

 

Will has become the most critical existence at this moment. 

 

Of course, the role of the reincarnation cemetery cannot be ignored. Otherwise, how could Ye Chen get 

this far? 

 

In the midst of such tribulations, Ye Chen's benefits were obvious. 

 

Within the pubic area, a little bit of stars appeared, one, two... and finally turned into infinite, like a vast 

galaxy! 

 

As time goes by, as the energy continues to be absorbed, gradually, the tiny ineffable stars begin to 

merge and gradually grow. 

 

In the end, the endless stars merge into one. 

 

"Break it for me!" 

 

At this time, Ye Chen finally clearly felt the existence of that barrier. 

 

With a long roar, the wind moved from all directions. 

 

The instantaneous burst of energy in the body, like a universe explosion, like a volcanic eruption! 

 

boom…… 

 

There was a roar from the deepest part of his body, and Ye Chen's body trembled violently. 



 

Puff... 

 

A mouthful of blood spurted out, and his expression paled, not knowing how much. 

 

"Come again!" 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen was breaking through, and the blood dragon and Xiao Huang were fighting on 

one side. 

 

Even a dragon and a beast seemed a little embarrassed at the moment. 

 

covered in wounds. 

 

They completely ignored Ye Chen! 

 

But with the help of each other, vent all the power! 

 

But everyone did not notice that the crisis is coming quietly. 

 

The Taoist disciple landed firmly at the bottom of Xilongchi. 

 

Holding the jade pendant given to him by the master, he almost ignored the pressure at the bottom of 

the Xilongchi. 

 

His spiritual sense was released, and when he saw the blood dragon and Xiaohuang turn into two rays of 

light, he was completely frightened! 

 

"There really is a dragon under Xilong Pond! And this dragon is extremely powerful!" 

 



"Huh? What is that little thing?" 

 

Although in Qianjue Square, he had seen Xiao Huang on Ye Chen's shoulders showing great power, but 

now Xiao Huang is not what he used to be, he naturally didn't know him. 

 

He frowned and suddenly noticed a figure that was breaking through in the corner! 

 

It is Ye Chen! 

 

Killing intent flashed! 

 

There is even ecstasy at the corner of his mouth! 

 

Ye Chen is breaking through at this time, this is simply a great opportunity! 

 

The key Ye Chen's state is extremely critical, it is easy to destroy it! 

 

He can even feel Ye Chen's injury! 

 

It's not as good as it's a coincidence! 

 

God will kill him, so what! 

 

A cold sword came out, and he quietly went away, his aura rising every step of the way! 

 

When approaching, Dao Zong disciples were always paying attention to the dragon and the beast, after 

all, this was the biggest threat. 

 

Fortunately, those two guys can't take care of themselves, how could they have noticed here! 



 

More importantly, this kind of ancient existence must be a **** beast in Xilongchi, how could it help an 

ant. 

 

In just a few seconds, the Dao Zong disciple had already arrived in front of Ye Chen. Without hesitation, 

the endless power gathered on a sword, washed the dragon pond rippling, and a cold light broke 

through the air, hitting Ye Chen's heart! 

 

Just as he was about to penetrate Ye Chen, Ye Chen's eyes suddenly opened! 

 

Extremely cold! 

 

He didn't care about everything, he stopped his cultivation, his five fingers stretched out, and he 

grabbed the piercing sword intent. 

 

Blood oozes from his hands. 

 

At the same time, a trace of blood spilled from the corner of Ye Chen's mouth. 

 

After all, forcibly interrupting the breakthrough is too sad! 

 

"who are you!" 

 

Ye Chen said angrily. 

 

The Dao Sect disciple smiled coldly: "Who am I? Humph! Before you die, I told you that I am Dao Zong 

Zhang Zhenting! Entrusted by the Sect Master, I will take down your trash head!" 

 

Daozong! 

 



Ye Chen shrank his eyes, stretched out his hand, and the Dragon Slashing Sword flew back and slashed 

directly on Zhang Zhenting's long sword. 

 

The sword is shaking! 

 

Zhang Zhenting stepped back! 

 

He did not continue to do it! But staring at the sword in Ye Chen's hand! 

 

This sword was not used by Ye Chen in the ring at all! 

 

He knew the key sword, and most of Kunlun Xu's sect disciples knew it. 

 

Because the owner of this sword is Ye Jitian! 

 

But how could Ye Chen have Ye Jitian's sword! 

 

With all the thoughts in his mind entangled, he suddenly thought of the thunder and flames that Ye 

Chen erupted on the ring! 

 

There are many people who control flames and lightning in Kunlun Xu! 

 

But there is only one who controls flames and thunder and lightning, and controls this sword! 

 

His eyes widened, and he exclaimed, "You are actually Ye Xitian!" 

 

Ye Chen wiped off the blood stains on the corners of his mouth, and smiled coldly: "So what!" 

 

Zhang Zhenting received a reply, and the sense of fear disappeared suddenly, but he smiled coldly: "It's 

really God who helped me! Whether you are Ye Jitian or Ye Chen, I am afraid that the true energy in 



your body is disordered now, which is very uncomfortable! Plus you With injuries on your body, do you 

think you are my opponent in your heyday?" 

 

"If the Sect Master knows that I have killed Ye Chen and Ye Jitian, I am afraid that those things will be 

injected into my body! Then I will definitely become the Dao Sect protector who follows the Sect Master 

and dominates the world!" 

 

Ye Chen heard Zhang Zhenting's words and understood something. The aura on Zhang Zhenting's body 

was a little different from that of ordinary cultivators. On the contrary, it was somewhat similar to the 

three powerful men who stepped into Qingxuanfeng a few days ago. 

 

Is it the same kind of people? 

 

Before he could react, Zhang Zhenting stepped out one step at a time. 

 

Ye Chen can only forcibly endure the disordered energy on his body, and use the Dragon Slashing 

Question Heaven Sword to block it! 

 

However, this obstacle made his Dantian aura even more chaotic! 

 

"puff!" 

 

Another spit of blood! 

 

Seeing this scene, Zhang Zhenting laughed loudly: "Ye Jitian, if I were you, I would raise my head 

obediently and sacrifice my head! Now your body is in chaos, the more you resist, the more you will only 

hurt you! " 

 

At this moment, he enjoyed the extreme! 

 

"Also, you must have hidden secrets. If you tell me these secrets, I will consider giving you a good way to 

die!" 



 

"roll!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were cold, and a silver needle was sacrificed on the spot. 

 

Lin Qingxuan's power is the greatest reliance he can use at present. 

 

He glanced at the Blood Dragon and Xiao Huang, almost to death! 

 

I have been secretly calculated by others, and these two guys have no intention of escorting them! 

 

Can't you grow eyes? 

 

No longer think about it, the power of the silver needle exploded, and in an instant, it was radiant and 

covered! 

 

"Swish!" With a sound, Yinzhen broke free of Ye Chen's hand and flew out! 

 

Toward Zhang Zhenting! 

 

"Boom!" 

 

The killing intent suddenly rises The power of heaven and earth is doing its best! 

 

The boundless energy condensed, and the small silver needle actually expanded on the spot! 

 

In a blink of an eye, it turned into a crimson long spear! 

 

There was a burst of crisp noise. 



 

This one-hundred-zhang spear will break everything in front of you! 

 

"Ding!" 

 

One blow cannot be stopped! 

 

A violent wave of air suddenly surged, the dazzling firelight flickered, and the bottom of the Xilong Pond 

trembled violently. 

 

Zhang Zhenting's smile is stiff! 

 

This breath turned out to be the art of healing gods! 

Chapter 970: You shouldn't be like this 

 

There are rumors that Ye Xitian has medical skills, is it really so! 

 

He no longer hesitated, just wanted to resist! 

 

The Baizhang spear has disappeared! 

 

All violent power is gone! 

 

Because Ye Chen's dantian's true energy could no longer be supported. 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

Ye Chenqiang held back the pain in his body! 

 



The dantian is so disordered, not only the martial arts cannot be used, but the medical science is the 

same! 

 

He could only insert the Dragon Slashing Wentian sword into the ground, breathing continuously. 

 

His face was pale. 

 

Despicable Taoism! 

 

Although Zhang Zhenting didn't understand why that power disappeared, he didn't dare to talk 

nonsense! 

 

If you don't kill Ye Chen now, you won't have a chance in the future. 

 

"Ye Chen, today, I, Zhang Zhenting, will personally send you on the road! I want your head! I will let you 

understand the difference between genius and waste!" 

 

Sword intent lingers, stirring the entire Xilongchi! 

 

Xilongchi rolls! 

 

The sword in Zhang Zhenting's hand even shot out violent flames in the water! 

 

When the sword intent and his own momentum were brewing to the extreme, he slashed it! 

 

This sword, shocking the world, weeping ghosts! 

 

No matter who it is, it can be killed! 

 

His eyes are full of madness! 



 

Everything is so easy! 

 

At this moment, he is the **** of heaven and earth! 

 

After killing Ye Sutian, he told Kunlun Xu! 

 

Ye Sitian's shadow in the hearts of the Kunlun Xu people became more and more shadowed, so Zhang 

Zhenting's achievements would only be higher! 

 

Seeing this sword is about to be cut! 

 

Suddenly, the entire Xilongchi shook! Xilongchi is divided into two halves! 

 

At the same time, two loud roars resounded throughout Xilongchi! 

 

Even more resounded through Qianjue Square! 

 

Resounds Kunlun Xu! 

 

Zhang Zhenting was completely frightened by the sound of thunder! 

 

He found that the sword in his hand was broken on the spot! 

 

Can imagine how terrifying the coercion in this voice is! 

 

"Could it be those two ancient monsters?" 

 



He didn't care about killing Ye Chen, and quickly turned his head and looked in the direction where the 

two beasts were fighting just now! 

 

Empty! 

 

The dragon and the beast are gone! 

 

He even found that everything around him was too quiet! 

 

It's like the eve of a storm! 

 

He had an ominous premonition, and there was some coolness behind him. 

 

Very cold. 

 

This feeling is too uncomfortable! 

 

"No, I can't stay here anymore. I must kill Ye Jitian immediately and leave!" 

 

No longer hesitating, his eyes shot at Ye Chen, and a dagger appeared in the palm of his hand! 

 

Go to Ye Chen again! 

 

"you sure?" 

 

An indifferent voice sounded! 

 

From Ye Chen! 

 



Before the short sword arrived, Zhang Zhenting saw a smile on Ye Chen's mouth. 

 

There is no embarrassment just now. 

 

Light clouds and wind light to the extreme! 

 

It is as if it is not him who is about to die! 

 

This guy was obviously injured and his dantian was also in disorder. Why did he pretend to be so? 

 

"Ye Jitian, don't think you pretend to be like this, I dare not kill you! No matter what, you must die 

today!" 

 

"Oh." 

 

Ye Chen nodded interestingly, and then continued: "Since Dao Sect has offended me, after today's 

Kunlun Void Competition is over, I will take the time to erase Dao Sect myself." 

 

Hearing these words, Zhang Zhenting wanted to laugh a little! 

 

Overweight! 

 

His aura climbed, and seeing the short sword about to pierce Ye Chen's body, an invisible coercion was 

enveloped! 

 

Even, he found that the black on top of his head was crushed! 

 

His dagger stopped. 

 

Then, he felt the sound of breathing behind him! 



 

He turned his head stiffly. 

 

When I saw the picture behind me, my breathing seemed to be stagnant, my face pale to the extreme! 

 

Because behind him was a huge blood dragon floating! 

 

The Blood Dragon stared at him with bloodthirsty eyes, his fangs opened, his anger was extremely 

obvious! 

 

The sound of breathing alone is like a gust of wind blowing! 

 

He swallowed, and his head slowly turned back! 

 

Because he didn't dare to watch it at all! 

 

I thought it would be better to see the injured Ye Chen, but when his eyes touched Ye Chen, he found 

that there was a fierce beast on Ye Chen's shoulder at this moment! 

 

Although he looks like a cat, his aura is like a messenger from hell! 

 

Especially those blue and red eyes! 

 

Penetrating! 

 

This look alone is even more terrifying than Kunlun Xu's powerhouse! ! 

 

Who would have thought that this came from a cat! 

 



"Kneel down!" 

 

Suddenly, the cat on Ye Chen's shoulder spoke! 

 

Damn it! 

 

Zhang Zhenting almost stared out! 

 

Even if this guy is not a cat, but an ancient monster, it is impossible to speak! 

 

Before he could react, an endless coercion swept from the talking cat! 

 

"thump!" 

 

He actually knelt down on the spot out of control! 

 

He wanted to stand up and realized that it turned out to be a luxury! 

 

The coercion of this cat actually surpassed the powerhouse of the Void King Realm! 

 

What the **** is this! 

 

He is afraid, he is afraid! 

 

Behind him was the ancient blood dragon, and in front of him there was another beast of unknown 

origin! 

 

The key is that these two heaven-defying existences seem to be protecting Ye Chen! 

 



how is this possible! 

 

Ye Chen sketched a smile at the corner of his mouth, and said lightly: "You seem surprised?" 

 

Zhang Zhenting didn't dare to speak at all! 

 

He trembled and his head was lowered. 

 

"Tell me the secret of Dao Sect, you only have this way." 

 

Zhang Zhenting shook his head. Just about to try his best, he found the tail of the blood dragon behind 

him entangled him! 

 

Suddenly shrink! 

 

He can't breathe! 

 

His face went from white to red, and finally turned completely blue! 

 

He slapped the dragon's tail vigorously, but it was of no use. 

 

"I say!" 

 

Hearing these words, the power of the blood dragon relaxed a little, Zhang Zhenting was able to 

breathe. 

 

"Let's talk, I'll listen." Ye Chen said lightly. 

 

Zhang Zhenting glanced at Xiao Huang with cold eyes opened his mouth, and suddenly, a murderous 

intent shot out of his mouth! 



 

Take Ye Chen's eyebrows straight! 

 

Seeing that he was about to touch the center of his eyebrows, Xiao Huang snorted coldly: "Trash, 

death!" 

 

The figure flickered, Xiao Huang instantly blocked Ye Chen's body, and the hidden weapon instantly fell 

on him. 

 

Turn into nothingness on the spot. 

 

Zhang Zhenting's complexion changed drastically. This was a force hidden in his body by the Sect 

Master, which could not be stopped by the general power at all, even in the Void King Realm. The Sect 

Master did this to prevent this situation, but it was easily blocked! 

 

"dead!" 

 

Xiao Huang's palm prints patted directly on Zhang Zhenting's chest! 

 

Before he could react, the vitality dissipated and turned directly into blood mist! 


